Title: Associate Scientist, Analytical Services
Department: Technology
Location: Los Angeles, CA
Reports to: Scientist, Analytical Services
FLSA Classification: Exempt
Employment Type: FT Regular

Job Summary:
Provide analytical chemistry support to AMVAC business units to enable effective and accurate decision making in process chemistry research, formulation development, regulatory support and quality control.

Job Duties and Responsibilities:
• Working with senior lab staff, perform analytical testing and physical characterization; e.g., sample analyses by GC, GCMS, HPLC, LCMS, UV-VIS, titrimetric methods and/or other state-of-the-art analytical techniques.
• Serve as GLP Study Director independently executing GLP studies to determine product identity, composition, stability and other physical/chemical properties.
• Provide analytical support for local and regional analytical operations including method development and validation for AMVAC manufacturing facilities.
• General maintenance, repair and calibration of analytical instrumentation.
• Maintenance of GLP SOPs including improvement of the existing system when needed.
• Act as Analytical Coordinator for contract GLP studies.
• Stay current on analytical chemistry best of practices and keep track of the analytical science trends and development.
• Serve as a technical expert in Analytical Services inside AMVAC.

Skills & Qualifications:
• Self-motivated to work safely and deliver high quality work.
• Knowledge of and ability to work in a GLP environment. Knowledge of regulatory requirements associated with submission of regulatory data collected under GLP.
• In-depth understanding of chromatography and spectroscopy principles, techniques and instrumentation with a desire to expand his/her knowledge base.
• Self-motivated to solve analytical problems hands-on.
• Ability to design and execute experimentation.
• Good computer, software, problem-solving, organizational, and documentation skills.

Education Requirements:
• Minimum of a B.S. in chemistry; PhD in analytical chemistry is preferred.
Experience Requirements:
• 5+ years of relevant experience (including graduate research) preferred.
• Experience in a GLP-regulated work environment is a plus.
• Expertise with method development for chromatography, spectroscopy, mass spectrometry and/or other modern techniques is strongly desired.
• Familiarity with worldwide agrochemicals registration requirements is preferred.

To apply, or for more information, please contact Chhavi Bhardwaj, Scientist, Analytical Services directly at ChhaviB@amvac.com.

AMVAC is proud to be an EEO/AA employer M/F/D/V.

To be considered for employment with AMVAC in the United States, you must be at least 18 years of age and a U.S. Citizen, permanent resident, refugee, or temporary resident (temporary work authorizations for practical training does not meet this requirement). AMVAC does not normally sponsor foreign citizens to obtain a work visa or permanent residency.

AMVAC is an equal opportunity employer.
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